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• EV-CPDS 2
• EV-CPDS 3
• TEPC
• T2 
• EV-CPDS 1 (non-operational)
• MEC/BP-ECG (no display capability)
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• Hardware Status:  Operational
 Both boxes are operational, with expected random 
reboots
 No need to document lock-ups ARs as long as you 
inform SRAG via the SRAG website
• Commanding Plan: 
 Perform weekly data dumps and file erases per 
SRAG website instructions
 If either device accumulates 500 files or more, put the 
device in Standby and notify SRAG
EV-CPDS 2&3 –
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• Hardware Status:  Operational
 No need to document lock-ups ARs as long as you 
inform SRAG via the SRAG website
• Commanding Plan:
 Perform weekly data dumps and file erases per 
SRAG website instructions
 TEPC files only get erased every other week, please 
be diligent in following SRAG website instructions
 If TEPC accumulates 500 files or more, put the 
device in Standby and notify SRAG
TEPC –
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• Hardware Status: Operational 
 Currently in Node 2, but will have moved to Node 3 by the start of 
Increment 23
• Commanding Plan: 
 The ground currently has to activate and deactivate T2 every day.
 In Node 2, T2 has two Cautions that must be enabled and inhibited with 
powerup/powerdown
 When in Node 3, T2 will no longer have those Cautions because that 
telemetry will come down real-time
 When T2 moves to Node 3, PCS R12 will allow the crew the capability 
to powerdown T2 from the PCS, but the ground will still have to 
powerup T2.
 When PCS transitions to R13 (around the ULF6 timeframe), the crew 
will have the capability to powerdown and powerup T2 from the PCS
T2 –
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• Hardware Status:  MEC not connected to 1553 
and no plan in work to do so  
• Commanding Plan: None; no display capabilities 
for real time PFE data
MEC –
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• Command Certified BMEs
 14 front room certified BMEs
 7 CHeCS certified BMEs
 3 BMEs in training, targeted certification is Inc. 23
• Command Training
 BMEs are now participating in Generic Command 
Training Boot Camp with the rest of MOD
 As always, training available with Commanding Lead 
or B/U if you ask/request.
Command Training Status
